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About This Game

Wild Guns Reloaded is a fast-paced arcade-style shooter, mixing the Wild West with steampunk. Play as Clint, Annie, Doris, or
Bullet the dog with his sentry drone. Grab some friends and play together for some four player action! Each character can jump,

dive, and roll to get out of the way of the barrage of bullets enemies let fly – or shoot them down with their own gun!

•Two new characters, each with their own weapons and tactics!
•Up to 4 players and Online Rankings!

•Classic and NEW Stages!
•NEW Boss Enemies and Special Weapons!
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It's a very ambitious game, like a full-featured open rpg of sorts (minus the chatting). However, this means that every feature is
a bit half-baked: the shop is clunky, leveling up is simplistic, quests are fairly basic. Worst of all: the combat is in this bad area
where it uses clunky core mechanics (turn rates, your bullets hitting small bumps in the ground instead of your enemy because
it's technically 3D), but doesn't embrace them enough for dealing with the problems to feel like part of the challenge rather than
just unpleasant annoyances. (See, say, Brigador, where thinking about which way your mech is facing actually matters because
turning takes so long). Played Mint for a little bit. It's a pretty simple game with an easy formula. Move right, Jump over
enemies (cuz facing them head on is pointless and you can easily make it to checkpoints without dying), and fight the boss. It's
pretty easy but it is very repetitive. The sound also glitched at one point where it sounded like it had 2 tracks playing at the same
time. And sometimes monsters won't even acknowledge your presence. Overall, I would buy it if it was a dollar due to it's
simpliticity and lack of content.. Uplink, the 12-year old "hacking simulator", is possibly the finest game of its type yet created.
But it is definitely showing its age and I'm not averse to trying something new. On the face of it, Hacker Evolution Duality looks
to be an excellent successor to that beloved classic. But first appearances are frequently misleading.

Hacker is not a game; it is a collection of dull and fiddly mini-games. While it has an excellent presentation, the gameplay itself
is nothing more than pushing a button at the right time; an uninteresting race against the clock that you need to repeat dozens of
times in each mission. It looks great - it has the appearance of Hollywood hacking nailed - but it quickly degenerates into
uninteresting repetitiveness. And just to make things even less fun, the controls were stiff and unresponsive; just the thing for a
game that demands quick reflexes. Despite its stylish gloss, the game fails to engage on almost every other levels and ultimately
is not particularly fun.. Very promising. I love the graphics and the atmosphere. The concept of the weapons handling feels a bit
strange though. I mean that first you grab an item, then you press a button to add it to your inventory, and doing that the item
disppears, just to show up again sticking to your hand, and only then you can use it. It would be more immersive if you just
could grab a weapon and use it.

The weapons themselfs work quite well. I love the bow. Great feeling and accuracy. Also the wand.

I really hope you will add locomotion (free movement) as an option.
Keep up the good work. I am looking forward to your next updates.. the only enjoyable moba. It's too buggy, it keeps crashing,
all that jazz. I actually trusted this app! I guess I regret ever paying for it.. SImply not enough players. Game is dead even right at
peak times.. This game was short but fun. I play it several times, trying out different starter countries and agents. Love the
visuals and game mechanics. Since this is an early access game, I am not surprised there are still some bugs need fixing. And I
think more agents and science projects would be more interesting, But overall, great game!. Excellent game but hard to
understand at first. The tutorial does an ok job at explaining it but if you don't understand just search hyperbolic geometry.
Hyperogue is a challenging yet fun roguelike. Definitetly get it if you like rougues.. great game, not worth $5 tho, would
recomend if it is on sale or if you have a coupon... like i had a 75% coupon and this game was worth $1.25 but i would have
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requested a refund probably if i would have bought for $5, still a good game and prob the only "meme" game i will ever keep in
my library
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My personal RIP - Trilogy shortcut.. A LOT of fun with 3 friends!. im not good at these games but they are funny and i play
them for the laughs which they are lots. personally my favorite map in this game. Love this simple game and so do the kids..
Very fun and addicting game. Love the old school graphics and music too. Would recommend.. Challenging puzzles, puzzle
variety, and a great aesthetic Slime-san is everything you could want in a precision platformer.. Great game. it has aged rather
well grapics wise. only really downside is the small res. perhaps with enough sales they would consider a hd version?. An
amazing way to demonstrate VR; the experience and interaction is fantastic. The Conductor spell is my favorite spell.

You will enjoy this free little game. I'm suprised it's free.

10\/10. Sacred Almanac Traces of Greed is a hidden object game, oddly without any hidden object scenes. It looks exactly like
a HOG and plays just like a HOG and it has puzzles, and an inventory just like a HOG, it however plays and feels more like an
avatarless point and click game built using a hidden object game engine.

The story is good, as far as hidden object games go, although I can't help but feel like a few of the key plot points have been
lifted directly from a few archaeological themed films \/ books (or at least inspired by). The graphics are decent enough on a
1080p monitor for a 2016 indie hidden object title, the sound effects do their job and the background music is largely mellow,
soothing and inoffensive. The lack of voice acting, however is rather notable and disappointing.

Few of the puzzles (the game has 18 puzzles in total) are overly challenging and most are actually very short \/ quick. As for the
achievements, they are for the most part story related with a few dedicated to completing all the puzzles without skipping.

Overall, I had fun playing the game, although it was rather short (ignore my play time, I was making a guide, the actual game is
about 1.5 ~ 2 hours long), just be aware you are playing largely in the story, a few puzzles and an easy 100% achievements,
perhaps best bought on sale (if it had voice acting, I would have said the full price was worth it).

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1607375387
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